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A systematics toward a method of identifying astronomical expressions inherent within the spatial geography, cultural landscapes, and layouts of structures with a view to implementing the systematics in an African context. In determining astronomical codes of the southern African pre -early farmer and metalworking archaeological sites - this review deals with oral tradition, rituals, formative calendars, fertility, meteorites, eclipses, bio-diversity, sustainable agriculture, ainmaking and the general star lore. Conclusions are drawn from the hypothesis that certain structures functioned as astronomical expressions by use of monoliths and other configurations, with specific examples of how these possibilities were drawn from aspects within the Mapungubwe/Zimbabwe Cultural Complex and the preceding riverine cultural formations.

**Aim**: To determine a methodology of identifying the relevant structures and expressions associated with indigenous astronomy and to stress the value of why there should be a need for such a methodology and the possible effects that this may have on present ideologies, leadership, agricultural practice, tourism, historical perspective and socio-cultural identity.

**Method**: to determine or establish astronomical codes that may exist in the settlement layouts of African archaeological sites - this preliminary study attempts to ascertain how to reveal by any means - such as use of alignments by stelae and monoliths, structures, other astronomical tools and practices. Found throughout the various ages, which possibly relate to buildings, rituals, agriculture and habitation. And, whether a traditional astronomical use of might prevail or be reflected in the architecture specifically throughout Southern Africa.

Archaeoastronomical research is rare and scarce architectural remains direct present understanding, with rudimentary cipher search being largely challenged in the subcontinent of Africa. This research is proliferated in the northern hemisphere, South America and Asia. The logical conclusion suggesting that Africans and early humans were not capable of perceiving and recording celestial phenomena, specifically in their expressive use of space.

**Conclusion**: Humans appear to have emerged from Africa and it is therefore pertinent to ascertain when the larger universe became part of the human realm and how these significant attempts can be identified.

Africa has limited written records or solid structures and settlement layouts can only suggest that an astronomical heritage exists, moreover, there are vast resources of cave paintings and petroglyphs and much of the research has yet to be analyzed, for their astronomical content.

In establishing whether astronomical codes exist in the settlement layouts of southern African ‘Iron-Age’ archaeological sites, a preliminary study has revealed evidence of the use of alignments by means of monoliths and structures, as well as other tools, at Great Zimbabwe and Mapungubwe, which possibly relate to the astronomical use of stelae and monoliths throughout Africa. The Great Enclosure at Great Zimbabwe seems to typify the use of stellar markers and alignments amongst certain structures of the pre-trade and early agrarian era sites of southern Africa. Research into their precursor’s trade, as well as distribution and development of sorghum, primitive crops, mortuary practice, calendars, and use of agricultural marker-stars, may lead to understanding archaeoastronomical aspects of certain artifacts and structures and cultures associated with megalithic archives of cosmic references, galactic events and the sub-Saharan conceptions of the Universe.
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